NCWC SAFETY QUESTIONAIRE
(revised April 2015)

1. All members of the NCWC must acquaint themselves with what?______________________________________
2. When can a weapon be fired directly at the enemy?_________________________________________________
3. Who has the authority to authorize the firing of a weapon?___________________________________________
4. On a day with firing, when is alcohol use allowed? __________________________________________________
and _________________________________________________
5. When are colors considered captured and must be furled? __________________________________________
6. When is smoking prohibited? __________________________________________________________________
7. What type of fireworks are allowed at NCWC events?_______________________________________________
8. What is the first priority of the NCWC? ___________________________________________________________
9. What term is used if a person is truly injured? _____________________________________________________
10. Where is cap firing allowed? __________________________________________________________________
11. When are weapons to be inspected? ___________________________________________________________
12. What is the minimum distance for firing toward opposing troops? _____________________________________
13. What granule size of blackpowder must be used in rifles, muskets and pistols?__________________________
14. When may ramrods be drawn during battle?______________________________________________________
15. Who may fire their weapons from a prone position?________________________________________________
16. If you witness an unsafe condition during battle, what should you yell? _________________________________
17. What is needed to engage in hand-to-hand combat?________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
18. What is the maximum charge of blackpowder for a .58 cal. cartridge? __________________________________
19. What is the maximum charge of blackpowder for a .44 cal. revolver?___________________________________
20. What is not allowed in loading revolvers?_________________________________________________________
21. What should you do if your longarm misfires 3 times on the battlefield?__________________________________
22. What does a cannon rammer held upright on the wheel hub signify?______________________________________
23. Who is ultimately responsible for your safety?______________________________________________________
24. What must ANYONE take before bringing a horse to an NCWC event, or before participating in ANY equine activity?
______________________________________________________________________________
25. When can cavalry attack dismounted troops with sabers?_____________________________________________
26. What must mounted men do within 30 feet of men lying on the ground?_________________________________
27. Mounted men should keep what distance from their own infantry or artillery troops? _______________________

28. What should you do if you see a loose horse walking toward you?______________________________________
29. If civilians take part in the battle scenario, what must they do?_________________________________________
30. If I am found in possession of illegal drugs at an event I can expect an immediate _________________________
31. If I find a weapon, which is obviously lost, I should turn it over to the ____________________________________
32. A cannon is loaded when _______________________________ is on the ________________________________
33. Blank cartridges must be carried in a __________________________________________ when on the battlefield.
34. The minimum distance from an exploding ground charge is __________ feet.
35. The minimum distance to shoot toward opposing troops is ___________ feet.
36. The artillery ammunition box must be ____________ feet from any spectator.
37. If you see a circle of chalk, flour, or straw on the battlefield, it probably marks a _________________________.
38. All longarms should be cleaned at the _______________________________________________.
39. Prior to “route step” bayonets must be _______________________.
40. Discharging a weapon in camp is prohibited except ______________________________________.
41. “__________” is a command that can be given by anyone who sees an unsafe or potentially unsafe condition with a
horse-drawn vehicle.
42. “______________” is a command that can be given by anyone to warn non-mounted personnel to get away from a
horse drawn vehicle, i.e. vehicle rolling backward down hill or drivers losing control of the team.
43. Who is allowed to be a passenger in horse-drawn civilian vehicles and military support vehicles (wagons, ambulances,
etc.) at NCWC events? ______________________________________________________________
44. Who are allowed to ride limber chests? _________________________________________________________
45. At public events, what is the fastest permitted movement of a horse-drawn vehicle, unless the team and drivers are
certified at the ADVANCED level and approval of Battn COS and Safety Committee is given? ______________
46. When must horse drawn vehicles be at a walk?____________________________________________________
47. When is firing, fighting, or taking hits allowed off or from an artillery team horse? _________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
48. What must teamsters or artillery drivers do before allowing any passengers to mount a horse-drawn vehicle?
______________________________________________________________________________________________
49. What is the fastest permitted movement of ANY horse-drawn vehicle when passengers are aboard? __________
50. What two things should mounted and foot soldiers NOT do around horse-drawn vehicles, and why?
1.___________________________________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________________________________

Common Sense Safety (Not necessarily in the safety booklet.)
1.
2.
3.
4.

If I am ordered to do something I feel is unsafe, I will _____________________________________.
If I notice an unsafe act by a member of my unit, I will inform my __________________________.
If on the battlefield I am involved in any unsafe act, I will immediately report it to my _____________________.
If unsafe acts continue to be a problem, I shall inform my _______________________________.
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State: ______ Zip: ___________ Phone: _____________________ Email: ________________________ Age: ______
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